News Updates

What a booming economy means for the midterms*
NPR-Southern California Public Radio - April 1, 2018
 Granted, research by Mary Stegmaier, a professor at the University of Missouri, has shown there's generally a lag in how the public perceives who's responsible for the economy. Similar stories appeared on more than 100 NPR websites.

Hank's View: MU health network is a powerful step forward
Columbia Daily Tribune - April 1, 2018
As discussion continues about possible collaboration between University of Missouri and Boone hospitals, MU does what comes naturally to an institution fighting for market share. It looks for ways to become even more dominant.

Medical professionals teach locals emergency techniques to save lives*
KOMU.com - March 31, 2018
University of Missouri Trauma and Emergency Medicine staff hosted a class in support of the "Stop the Bleed" initiative.

Labor issues will likely be a focus for Democrats in 2018
St. Louis Post-Dispatch - March 30, 2018
Peverill Squire, a political scientist at the University of Missouri-Columbia, said incumbent Republicans who may have run unopposed during a typical election year will have to focus on their own races instead of assisting their colleagues.

University of Missouri-Kansas City
Training Offers Hope for Treating Rural Opioid Crisis
KTVO – March 29, 2018
Doug Burgess, M.D., medical director of outpatient psychiatry at Truman Medical Centers and an assistant professor of psychiatry at the University of Missouri-Kansas City, is playing the role of "facilitator" for the Opioid Use Disorder ECHO program.

Royals launch Urban Youth Academy in KC
Kansas City Royals – March 29, 2018
The Grand Opening celebration continues Saturday from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. CT. The Open House and Day of Play will feature a Western Athletic Conference softball game between the University of Missouri-Kansas City and New Mexico State University, as well as baseball games featuring local high schools and the local RBI programs.

A Celebration Of Culture And Kindness: Yo-Yo Ma In KC
FlatlandKC – March 29, 2018
The master class, part of Ma’s work with international artists, featured Turkish cellist Ezgi Karakus. Karakus, a student at the University of Missouri-Kansas City’s Conservatory of Music and Dance, works closely with Harmony Project in Kansas City’s Northeast neighborhood and in Independence, Missouri.

Missouri University of Science and Technology
Missouri S&T students to serve at four locations during spring break
Waynesville Daily Guide - April 2, 2018
For many college students, spring break is a week to take it easy. But 38 students from Missouri University of Science and Technology will instead spend an eye-opening week learning how others struggle and discovering ways they can help.

Here are the Courier’s exclusive photos of the 44th Annual NSBE Convention in Pittsburgh!

Pittsburgh Courier - March 29, 2018
NSBE CONVENTION ATTENDEES—Keelen Jones, Missouri S&T; Raphael Hutchins and Marlon Taylor, University of Missouri-Columbia.

Indian American Impact Fund Adds New Congressional Endorsements: ‘It’s Up to All of Us’ to Help Them Succeed

India West – March 30, 2018
Aruna Miller, who has represented portions of Montgomery County in the House of Delegates since 2011, studied civil engineering at Missouri University of Science and Technology, previously known as University of Missouri-Rolla.

University of Missouri-St. Louis

15 Minutes: Searcher

Reno News & Review - March 29, 2018
It’s a four-year project, and the first three years, they own all the work I do outside of Fatal Encounters. But the fourth year, it all becomes completely public. ... The first academic paper—we’ve been passing it around among the team. This is a pretty high-powered team, actually. It’s some of the nation’s best-known researchers involved in this—best-known police violence researchers, like David Klinger from the University of Missouri-St. Louis.

The St. Louis American - March 30, 2018

CHIPS has partnerships and collaborative relationships with UMSL and Goldfarb Schools of Nursing, St. Louis Housing Authority, Mercy Health Center, BJC Health System, St. Louis Public Schools, St. Louis College of Pharmacy and others.

The Chronicle of Higher Education

50 Years Later: What Would Dr. King Say?
The Chronicle of Higher Education - March 30, 2018
Since the University of Missouri at Columbia became the epicenter of a new movement in the fall of 2015, they have been demanding not to just be seen, but to be heard as well.

*Story generated by efforts of the university’s PR team.*